This paper deals with the numerical investigation of a 2D oxide layer growing in an anisotropic medium. Such an oxide layer may form by diffusion of oxygen from the surface of a metal exposed at elevated temperature. The solid-solid phase change takes place after the oxide concentration reaches some critical value. An initial-boundary diffusion problem has to be solved for determining the phase change boundary and the oxygen concentration field. A fixed grid finite differences numerical method is used in the present paper to compute the 2D oxide layer propagation inward from a square surface, and outward from a cylindrical surface. Both, anisotropic and isotropic oxygen diffusion cases are considered.
INTRODUCTION

Numerical Simulation of a 2D Oxide Layer Growth in an Anisotropic Medium
Oxidation of unprotected metal matrix materials used in Metal Matrix Composites (MMC)
for aircraft applications and turbine engines has led to studies of the environmental degradation of MMC at elevated temperature environments. In a recent study [5] the modeling of surface oxidation of MMC has been carried out and a series of experiments on Titanium matrix MMC has been presented. One of the key observations regarding oxide layers, that form and grow at fast oxidation rates under high temperature oxidizing environments, is the anisotropy in oxygen diffusion induced by the porosity that develops in the oxide scale.
Indeed, as shown in Fig. la , the voids that form in the oxide layer are elongated and they seem to be aligned with the diffusion direction. Anisotropic diffusion may also take place in the metallic phase due to the microstructure that develops with the processing and heat treatment of the MMC. An example (with relatively random microstructure in this case) is presented in Fig. lb , where the grain structure of a Ti-/?21S alloy that has been exposed to an oxidizing environment is shown.
In this work we extend the model developed in [5] for isotropic Fickian diffusion of oxygen to the anisotropic case, while still preserving the modeling of the oxidation process using a jump discontinuity condition in the oxygen concentration across the interface. The next section is devoted to describing the mathematical model for the anisotropic diffusion problem with a moving interface. The numerical algorithm is presented in the third section. Results from numerical experiments are presented in the last section, which is also devoted to some conclusions. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Governing equation for 2D diffusion in an anisotropic medium
where C is the mass concentration, VC denotes the gradient of C. The diffusivity coefficient D is a scalar when considering isotropic media. For the anisotropic case D is a second order tensor: 
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In a particular case of orthotropic media (such as crystals, fibrous materials, etc.) the diffusivity tensor takes the form
It can be seen from equations (1, 2) 
Using the above notation, the governing equation for 2D unsteady diffusion in an anisotropic medium reads:
2.2 Governing equations for 2D solid-solid phase change in an anisotropic medium
The diffusion equation (6) is valid for computation of mass concentration in one phase medium. When the phase change occurs, additional relations should be considered to account for the moving phase change boundary. Assuming that the chemical reaction occurs at a fast time scale compared with the diffusion process, a Stefan type [14, 9] boundary condition can be used at the phase change boundary. In the isotropic case this condition is described in details in many monographs and papers, in particular, in [5] . Let us discuss two possible formulations of the phase change problem. Let Ω £ R 2 be a fixed material domain with <9Ω
being its boundary. Ω is partitioned by the interface curve (phase change boundary) 7(t.) into two subdomains Ωχ(ί) and Ω2(ί), respectively, such that Ω = Ωι(ιϊ)υΩ2(ί),7 = Ωι(ί)ηΩ2(ί), and 5Ω = dQ\(t) U 0Ω2(t) \ 7. Let us consider a classical formulation of a two phase problem. The concentrations C\ and C2 should satisfy the following equations in Ωχ and Ω2, respectively:
The Stefan condition, generally, reads (see, for example, [14, 2, 5] 
In the above equation Wi and denote the normal mass fluxes from Ωι(ί) and Ω2(ί)> respectively. Ν is the outer normal vector to Ω2, [C] denotes the mass concentration jump discontinuity, and V is the normal velocity of the phase change boundary, namely, V = In addition to (9) , the values of C\ and C 2 are known on the phase change boundary 7(t):
where C CT is the critical concentration value, at which the phase change occurs. The system (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , with appropriate initial and boundary conditions, gives a classical formulation of solid-solid phase change problem. Because the concentration has a discontinuity in this formulation, a new variable will be introduced instead of C 2 (see, for example, [18] ):
It easily can be seen, that C satisfies equation (8), and the only difference is that on the phase change boundary we have
Thus (7-10,12) represents a classical formulation of the Stefan problem, when the unknown function is continuous on the phase change boundary, but its flux has a discontinuity there.
It is well known, that numerical solution of this problem, especially in multidimensional cases, is a complicated task. In the present work we will investigate another formulation of the problem that may be more suitable for numerical computations. As it is shown in the monograph of Meirmanov [7] (with references to results of Kamenomostkaya and Oleinik from 1960), instead of the classical formulation (7) (8) (9) (10) 12) , one can consider a generalized equation in the whole domain Ω, i.e.,
where:
As it is proved in [7] , any solution of the classical problem is also a solution of (15) . Under 71 Vol. 7, No. 1, 1996 Numerical Simulation of a 2D Oxide Layer Growth in an Anisotropic Medium certain smoothness conditions any solution of (15) satisfies equations (7) (8) , as well as it satisfies the Stefan conditions (9,10,12) on the phase change boundary. The equivalence of the above two systems of equations is considered in details, in particular, in [11] . Thus, we can solve a common equation (15) in whole computational domain, instead of solving (7) (8) (9) (10) 12) .
Numerical solution of PDE's with a coefficient including the Dirac function needs the development of special numerical techniques (see, for example, review papers [12] , [16] ). Here we will follow the approach, based on smearing the Dirac-function [11] . Its essence is as follows. Let us denote by g(C) the coefficient
By g(C) we will denote a coefficient, which is smeared on some interval (C cr -Δ, Co-+ Δ), such that
C C r -Δ Ccr "Δ Thus the equation
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions fully determines the approximate solution of the phase change boundary. The above described approach for solving free boundary problems belongs to the class of so called fixed grid numerical methods. It is known, that for ID problems the variable grid methods (i.e. numerical methods with explicit matching of the unknown phase change boundary) are more accurate than fixed grid numerical methods.
The situation is not the same in the multidimensional case. It was shown in [4] that in the 2D case the accuracy of these two classes of numerical methods is almost the same. At the same time, the fixed grid numerical methods are simpler and faster and these reasons determine our choice in solving the oxidation problem.
Fictitious regions method for dealing with non-regular domains
It was described above how to proceed with the moving phase change boundary. On the other hand, sometimes the original domain Ω is not a regular domain. Therefore we will briefly describe below a numerical methodology for dealing with such non-regular domains.
Let us embed the non-regular domain Ω in a regular domain, say, in a rectangular G. Then instead of solving equation (17) in the non-regular domain Ω, we will solve in the rectangular domain G an equation for the approximate solution:
where <f>(x,y) is a given function, depending on the boundary conditions, and
Here ε is a small parameter. The above described approach is a variant of the fictitious regions method, which was suggested by Saul'ev in 1962 [13] . It is proved, for example, in monographs [6, 15] that the approximate solution tends to the original exact solution when ε -> 0.
Propagation of an oxide layer inward from a square surface
One of the computed in the present paper examples is the propagation of the oxide layer inward from the unit square surface (i.e. the region Ω in this case is the unit square). In this case the governing equation will be considered in the form (17) . The initial condition is
The boundary conditions are of Dirichlet type,
Both, isotropic and anisotropic cases are considered. In the isotropic case, due to the symmetry, only a quarter of the domain can be considered.
Propagation of an oxide layer outward from a cylindrical surface
The another computed problem is the propagation of the oxide layer outward from a cylindrical surface. In the isotropic case this is, in fact, ID problem and we use the solution of the ID problem to validate our 2D algorithm. We solve the 2D problem using standard Cartesian co-ordinates. We consider a square G, whose boundary dG is far enough from the cylindrical 
In this case the function phi from (18) is chosen as
Both, isotropic and anisotropic cases are considered. 2D solution of the isotropic problem is compared with the ID solution.
NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
The above formulated problems are solved numerically by means of finite differences method [10] . Further we will denote the grid functions by the same letters, as the continuous ones, and the subscript ε will be omitted, as well. We will present the numerical algorithm on the example of the oxide layer propagation from a cylindrical surface. An uniform spatial grid is Constant time step r is used through the computations. In establishing a difference scheme for equation (18) we follow the approach from [10] . In particular, the approximation of a mixed derivative reads:
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In the above equation ψυ denotes the usual forward finite difference, ψν -ψτ ·ι+^~~φ'··ι; while <, Cy is the backward finite difference, ipy = _ Special care is taken in determining the coefficients aij+1/1-Due to the discontinuity of the diffusivity coefficients D, we choose 1/2 = Dxyij Dxyij+i difference scheme, approximating (18): 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Validation of the numerical algorithm
To validate the above described numerical algorithm, we solve the 2D isotropic problem for an oxide layer propagation outward from a cylinder. We solve this problem in Cartesian co-ordinates, as it is described above. The computed thickness of the oxide layer versus time is plotted on Fig.2 respectively. The plotted results are in good agreement with the numerical solution of ID cylindrical problem for propagation of an oxide layer outward from a cylinder, as it is reported in [18] . The following data are used: diffusivity coefficient in the oxide layer is 0.166 μτη 2 /sec, diffusivity coefficient in non-oxidized region is 0.274 μτη 2 /sec, the jump of the concentration over the phase change boundary is equal to 0.25, the initial concentration is equal to 0, the concentration on the cylindrical surface is equal to 1 (concentration values are normalized by the concentration at the cylindrical surface). The radius of the circle is equal to 20μτη .
Anisotropic oxide layer propagation outward from a cylinder
As an example of an anisotropic medium we will consider an orthotropic crystal. Let the crystal's coordinates η and ξ be oriented at angle θ with respect to the physical coordinates χ and y. The diffusivity tensor for this orthotropic crystal has zero off-diagonal terms in the crystal's coordinate system ξ, η. In the x, y coordinate system the diffusivity tensor will read as (see, for example, [17] ): 
Let us denote by μ the coefficient of the orthotropy:
Varying μ we will be able to compute materials with different anisotropic diffusivity tensors.
Results from numerical experiments are presented on Fig.3 
Conclusions
The numerical investigation of a 2D oxide layer growing in an anisotropic medium (metal) has been investigated in this paper, utilizing an oxygen diffusion model with concentration jump discontinuities at the oxide-metal interface to account for the chemical reaction at the interface. The initial-boundary diffusion problem was solved and the phase change boundary and oxygen concentration field were found using a fixed grid finite differences numerical method. The 2D oxide layer propagation inward from a square surface, and outward from a cylindrical surface have been specifically calculated to demonstrate the numerical scheme.
Future studies will deal with crack tip oxidation and a rigorous comparison between the proposed numerical scheme, variable grid methods and finite element techniques. 
